In our preceding communications the IT ion at ~ ' 4 defect centers in a-quartz was interpreted in terms of a pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (F' JTE) [l] and the two-well adiabatic potential energy profile was estimated by fitting procedure with Isoya cluster data calculation [2] . The reaction rate method was applied to calculate the temperature dependence of the relaxation times [l] . The corresponding transitions along the potential energy profile are temperature-independent in one direction, while in the reverse direction are temperature dependent. The reason is that the lowest level of the system falls in the deeper well of the obtained PJT potential (Fig. la) . Taking into account this dependence and assuming that H-ion relaxes classically, the acoustic losses and eequency offset for 5 MHz AT-cut quartz resonator were calculated by the Debye formula [3] . These theoretically calculated acoustic losses were not compared with appropriate experimental data.
The experimental data show that there exist a peak in dielectric losses at 5 kHz in X-irradiated aquartz at 26 K and in fast-neutron-irradiated a-quartz at -32 K [4] . Following Weeks & Nelson [5] , the most of E'z -E'4 defect centers are formed aRer X-ray-and y-ray-irradiation. For this reason, one may expect the K ion relaxation peak at -26 K. According to the aforementioned calculation [3], the relaxation peak in the acoustic losses should be appeared near 36 K at 5 kHz external field frequency.
A criterion for the applicability of the model for description of H ion and the method for calculation of its relaxation behaviour is the comparison with the experimental data. Moreover, the special type of the adiabatic potential energy profile (see Fig. 1 ) and of the temperature dependencies of the relaxation times had been provided a peculiar system (not pure Debye -type) for acoustic losses calculation. Thus, a more carehl approach is necessary to apply in description of the relaxation of the B ion and in calculation of the related acoustic losses. The aims of this paper are to describe more precisely the PJT energy profile, to compute numerically the energy spectmm, to calculate the corresponding relaxation times and the acoustic losses which have to be compared with experimental data.
II. PJTE POTENTIAL ENERGY PROFILE DESCRIPTION AND ENERGY SPECTRUM CALCULATION
The following essential improvements of the off-centered H ion at ~' 4 defect center in a-quartz relaxation description are proposed: (1) A better PJTE fit to the Isoya's cluster data; (2) The Schrodmger equation solves numerically in order to compute the energy spectrum.; (3) Application of the improved adapted reaction-rate method [6] which includes: (i). Numerical calculation of quasiclassical transition probabilities; (ii). Calculation of the transition probabilities for the lowest levels according to the tunneling model (TM); (iii). Taking account of the occupations of all energy levels of the system. The fit to the Isoya's cluster data [2] using PJT potential with asymmetry energy A = 0.105 eV [l] is not the best one. If the coordinate of the interwell maximum is a fitting parameter, then one may obtain a better fit with A = 0.063 eV. For this purpose a multidimensional optimization method is applied. This procedure is realized by combined random searching (complex method) and gradient method @avidon-Fletcher-Powel). The obtained PJT parameters (E, = 7.4 eV, G = 11.99 e~/ & K = 29.65 ev/A2; for comparison see PJT parameters [l] ) considerably change the system properties and the B ion turns from a system similar to classical relaxation system (RS) into a system with eventual tunneling properties.
The computed energy spectrum shows that in the first case (A = 0.105 eV) there exist one single level in the deeper well and large difference between the following levels ( Fig. la) , while in the next case (the better fit with A = 0.063 eV) the lowest two energy levels are common for the both wells and the possibility for tunneling between them becomes essential (Fig. lb) .
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Ill. RELAXATION TIMES AND ACOUSTIC LOSSES
Intenvell transfer rate (relaxation rate) can be calculated on the base of the potential energy profile and the energy levels by the adapted for non-radiative transitions Reaction-Rate Method (RRM) [7] . In accordance with this method, H ion relax via tunneling in ground state (T = O), via thermally activated tunneling in remaining subbarrier states, and via classical transitions in overbarrier states [l] . In the present calculations an improved RRM is applied [6] to calculate the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates on the base of the numerically computed energy levels. The relaxation rate for the lowest couple of tunnel splitted energy levels is calculated in accordance with the standard TM. A corresponding rates for the remaining (sub-and overbarrier) energy levels are numerically computed using quasiclassical approximation.
As it is explained in [6] , Tunneling-Relaxation System (TRS) may relax as a tunneling system (TS) at low temperature, or classically as a relaxation system (RS) at high temperature. At some characteristic temperature T, the TS and RS relaxation times are equal. In order to calculate the relaxation losses in accordance with both TM and Debye relaxation ratio, " tunneling degree" parameter h (the ratio between the tunneling transition probability and the total one) and "separation degree" p (the thermal occupation probability of the lowest couple tunneling levels) are introduced. The relaxation strength is constructed as a sum of two terms with weight coefficients and 1-C (accounting for TS and RS contribution correspondingly). I; is defined as c(T) = X(T)p(T).
The application of that new method for the relaxation times and losses calculation upon the case with A = 0.105 eV leads to the shift of the K ion absorption peak To from -56 K [3] to -130 K [6] at frequency of the external field f = 5 MHz. In this case the sound absorption peak temperature TO is very near to the characteristic temperature T, (see Fig. 2a ) at which this off-position center is proved as tunneling and relaxation system simultaneously. The result clearly shows the mixed tunneling-relaxation character of the system. In the case A = 0.063 eV the peak appears at To -38 K at f = 5 MHz and To << T, (see Fig.   2b ). This means that the character of the system is very similar to TS. 
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As it is mentioned above, a criterion for the applicability of the presented model is the comparison with the experimental data. There exist a peak at 26 K in dielectric losses in X-irradiated a-quartz [4] at f = 5 kHz. It is possible to compare the theoretical acoustic losses and the experimental dielectric ones because of the well known correspondence between the acoustic and dielectric losses in a-quartz. The calculation of arbitrary acoustic losses due to K ion relaxation (PJTE profile with A = 0.063 eV) at f = 5 kHz gives a peak at TO = 27 K. Regarding the transition probabilities, H ion is similar to TS (the lowest level tunneling transitions dominate the remaining level transitions practically for any temperature), while the distribution of the levels suggests that the losses have to be calculated as for the usual relaxation system. The agreement between the theoretical and experimental data (Fig. 3 ) allows to consider that the H ion is a TRS. 
W . CONCLUSION
Relaxation behavior of H ion is considered on the base of new, precise fit of the cluster calculated data with PJT energy potential and numerical calculation of the eigenvalue spectrum. The improved method for the relaxation rates and losses calculation is applied. The temperature dependencies of the relaxation times and acoustic losses are calculated and compared with experimental data. The agreement between the theoretical and'experimental results allows to consider that the H-ion is a TRS. H ion is quite similar to TS because there exist one tunnel splitted energy level below the barrier and the tunneling transitions dominate the remaining ones practically for any temperature. On the other hand the thermal distribution of the levels occupation manifests that the losses have to be calculated as for the usual relaxation system. The presented theoretical results support the suggested method for description of the relaxation behaviour of IF ion at ~' 4 defect centers and may be useful in forecasting the radiation response of a-quartz.
